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It will

be known in this circle that Rensl1aw, il1 making the experiments on recurrent
inhibition (1941,1946), which have served as a starting poiltt for much later work,
also saw recurrent excitation. This has since been studied by Wilson and his co-workers
(Brooks alld Wilson 1959; Wilson 1959) and everything points to its being the kind
of disinhibition (Wilson et a/. 1960) that Hartline and Ratliff (t956) flrst described

jn lhe Limulus eye.
If I restrict myself to recurrent inhibition, this is because it is far morepotent on tonic
extensors. In decerebrate preparations, in fact, we hardly ever see recurrent excitatiol.l
which influences the motoneurones of the a[kle extensors, unless it be identified with
the rebound which is a common occurrence. Our work has been done with tolically
responding extensor neurones and we were led into this field ol study by our original
interest in the gamma control of tone, which naturally leads to a study of the various
aspects ofthe physiological mechanisms which center round tlle maintenance oflonglasting tonic discharges and contractions.
It was ir this way that we encountered the lact that it was practically always possibJe
to inhibit our tonic motoneurones, isolated in root lilaments, by antidromic stimulation of the rest of the veDtral root, while the phasic ones quite often proved highly resistant to this influence (Granit et al. 1957).We could neverinfluence gamma motoneurones by antidromic stirnulation which induced recurrent iuhibition. These r.esults
were soon confirmed by others (Kuno 1959; Eccles et a|.1960 a; Eccles er a/. 1960 b).
Because tollic motoneurones can be set to discharge at semistationary lrequencies
over a considerable time, this preparation seemed to offer excellent opportunities for
trying to build up something quantitative out of a reflex act, including the principles
of regulation shown by recurrent inhibition. It has never been shown that a maiDtained
reflex discharge faithfully reflects the level of depolarization of the active region of
the membrane of the motoneurone. In order to examine such a postulate, it was
necessary to begin by assuming that it is a valid assumption and then to proceed to
prove or disprove it. The idea is, of course, merely the well-known concept of the
generator potential. Katz's (1950) experiments with muscle spindles showed that the
discharge rate is proportional to the amplitude of the slow potential change at the
terminals. This has since been obseryed in experiments with other sense organs
(MacNichol 1956;Fuortes 1958, 1959;Loewenstein 1960; Wohlbarsht 1960). For motoneurones we have the evidence obtained by Frank and Fuortes (1960 and personal
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communication) that, when a stimulus is applied through an intracellular electrode,
the discharge rate is proportional to the depolarizing current over a considerable
range. Eccles et a/. ( 1954) have shown that recurrent inhibition is of the polarizing type.

In the experiments the reflex discharge is obtained by tetanizing muscular afferents,
some of which may be also inhibitory and may contribute a certain amount of
polarizing current Pps1. But the large spindle afferents would cause depolarization P6s,
and this would lead to a tonic discharge in proportion to the net depolarizing currert
(or depolarizing pressure). Hence we have the fundamental equation for discharge
flrequency

-E:k(Poep*Ppor)

(l)

in which k is the proportionality constant, and the expression within brackets represents the net depolarizing current. It is possible to vary ,F by increasing the rate or
strength of the afferent stimulation, so that we obtain, for any one motoneurone,
a number ofnormal values F,, to put into the equation. In order to test our assumption
that inhibition and excitation sum algebraically, the next step is to test, as is shown
in the diagram of Fig. 1, by a constant antidromic tetanus of the rest of the ventral
root. The stimulus frequency must be well above the natural flring rate ol motoneurones. This means the introduction into the equatio11 of a constant quantity P'por.
Hence we obtain the inhibited frequency &, which is

:

k(Pd"p

*

Fig.

Ppor

*

P'por)

(2)

1

Experimental arrangement. Stimulating electrodes on severed gastrocnemius nerves and on the
ventral root (ZR), from which a single fibre (S) has been isolated. DR, dorsal root; the recurrent
circuit is diagrammatically shown within the motoneurone pool (MN). Below, record of spike
discharging in response to repetitive stimulation of the gastrocnemius nerves; antidromic stimulation
at 48/sec inserted at moment marked by dot; time marker, 100 c/sec (Granit and Renkin 1961).
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fron which it follows that
l-n

- Fi: -lcP'po\

(3)

Thus, if reflex flring can really be treated quantitatively on the assurnptions made,
whateyer the rate of Jq?, (above a certain minimum), the difference between it and the
inhibited rate Fr should be a constant.
The appended diagram (Fig. 2) perhaps helps us to understand what this means.

Diagrammatic.-Depolarizing pressure f:r"*Tf
plotted against rhe rate of discharge ol a
"O
motor cell responding to it. The curve marked Fz
shows their relationship without the addition
of experimental recurrent inhibition. when R1, which is a constant amount of recurrent inhibition
(: P'!or), is subtracted, the curve shifts to the dashed line marked,F-r.
stDgle

The firing rate is plotted on the abscissa against the net depolarization on the ordinate
(upper curve). If we then subtract a constant amount of recurrent inhibition (RI in
the graph), this amounts to removing a constant amount of depolarizing current and
the inhibitory curve will be shifted downwards by a constant amount.

Actually the experimental results have been plotted as in Fig. 3. Fa will be found
on the abscissa and 11 on the ordinate. Now, if there were no recurrent inhibitioa,
F" would always be equal to -F, and the curve would be a 45" line with its proportionality constant 1.0. This curve is the upper one in the graphs of Fig. 3. The lower curve,
obtained by the method of least squares, is drawn through the experimental values,
and it is clear that our assumptions mean that it can only be moved downwards

by a flxed amount. It should, therefore, also possess a regression coemcient of 1.0.
This is seen to be so. The regression coefficient is given in the left upper corner; below
it is the standard error, which is defined as the standard deviation divided by the
square root ofthe number of observations (N). With eighteen cells and lotal of 4jO
a
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F, as a lunction of F'
and the regression line drawn through the data. The upper line replesents .trr: icr or a 45'line
with its proportionality constant : 1.00. The theoretical value of the regression coemcient should
also be 1.00. The actual value in both these experintents is l.0l (upper, left comer). The fi8ure below
shows the standard error (Granit and Renkin l96l).
Decerebrated cat. Single tonic motor cell. Two experimenls plotted to show

observations, sixteen cells gave a r€gression coemcient which fell inside the limits

0.9 l.l.
we regald all the experirnents witlr tlre eighteen motoneurones as being part of
one experiment devoted to testing tlre validity of our equation, the regression coefficients should be weighted with respect to the number of observations (.Ir') in order
to obtain their true average value. This proved to be 0.996, which may well be called
an unexpectedly good approximation to the theoretical 1.0. Apparently, in order to
have cancelled out so well, systematic errors must have been small. The average
inhibitory effect in tlre whole material was

Il

F" - h :

5.5 imPulses/sec

Thus it seemed possible, on the assumptiolls used, to turn reflexology into a simple
piece of algebra. As some of you may rentember, Slrerrington used to think of
inhibition and excitation as truly opposite processes which sum algebraically upon
the rnotoneurone, but the time was not yet ripe for putting these general notiol.ls to
an experimental test.
The next question is: how does the frequency ofthe afltidromic stimulation influence
a constant liring rate ofa lnotoneurone. This question is relevant only within the range
of flring frequencies in reflex action. Below 5 impulses/sec no tonic motoreurones fite
steadily and a large nun1ber does not seern to be able to maintain a discharge below
tO/sec. At these low rates of stimulation each antidromic shock leads to a pause which
is generally succeeded by a brief rebound increase of frequency, which compensates
for the loss of spikes during the pause. Thus the net effect in terms of frequercy may
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be zero. lt is well known that the discharge ofthe Renshaw cells in response to isolate<l
shocks is a high-frequency burst which gradually disappears within some 30_50 msec.

but, when the rate of repetitiol.t of the antidromic stirnuli approaches some g l0
impulses/sec, the whole character of the disclrarge charrges. The tail drops out and
the shock produces only a couple of impulses. From then onwards, up to some 30-40
shocks/sec, the effect ofthe antidromic stimulation measured as .Fz F, tends to
be.
as Fig.4 shows, proportional to the shock frequency. This is the best we have been
able to do at tlte moment.

I

,,-c

Experiment as in Fjg. 3 but with /l,, kepr cons,uil'or,l ,n. rr"ou.n", of antidromic stimulation
varied
(abscissa). On the ordinate the effect on the recurrent inhibition in le.nls
of
lc/ (Granit and

Renkin 1961).

/:,

It

is a striking fact that both the results presented above fornl a perfect analogy
to the lindings of Hartli[e and his co-workers (Hartline 1949; Hartline and Rat]iff
f956) with lateral inhibition ir the eye of the horseshoe cr.a.b Limulus. The amount
of inhibition is proportional to the firing rate of the inhibjting ommatidium, but is
independent of the frequency of discharge of the inhibited ornmatidium. It seems to
be of considerable irterest that it is tlre frequellcy of discharge which emerges as the
decisive factor and lends itself to treatnent in terms of simple linear equations.
In
Limulus, Hartline and his group have exprored these possibilities in great detail. Because
lateral inhibition is mutual and proportional to the firing rate of the two cells cor.lcerned, the cell which discharges more slowly will i,hibit its fellow ress than the ratter
rnhibits in return. The sum total of the two effects can be obtained not only by

experimentation, but also by solving two simultaneous equations after their constants
have been obtained by experimentation. Mutual inhibition implies, in effect, a
mechanism of sensory contrast. In a similar way recurrent inhibition will, as is easily
understood from a consideration of Fig. 5, act to produce motor coutrast.
In Fig. 5 the abscissa is the frequency of stimulation ofthe rnotor nerye to the soleus
and the ordinate is the isometric tension of the muscle. For this nerye-muscle prepara_
yalues from Matthews (1959)
tion
the curve drawn between the experimental
-

-
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points shows that there is a critical region, which begins around 5-10 impulses/sec,
from which tension, as a function of stimulus frequency rapidly rises asyrnptotically
to reach a maximum around 30 shocks/sec. This is the firing range of the soleus
motoneurones (Denny-Brown 1929 ; Granit 1958).

Fig. 5
Curve with observations jn filled circles (fron Matthews 1959) which illustrates the isometric tension
(ordinate) plotted against the slimulus lrequcncy to the muscle nerve (abscissa) of the soleus at
an initial length determined by a tension value below 50 g. It is assumed (see Text)thatthe abscissa
also represenls the natulal firing faequencies across the soleus rnotoneurone pool, the rtrnge being
from 25 5 impulses/sec from the centre to the edge of the pool. An approximate idca of what the
experimenlal cuNe would have looked like in the absence of recurrent inlribition is obtained by
subtracting lor all points in the curve 6 impulses/sec. This is the upper curve. The lower one is the
difference between the two others (Granit and Renkin 1961).

Let us now imagine that the scale of the abscissa also represents a variation in the
firing rate from the edge to the centre of the soleus motoneuro[e pool. The most
active local neurones which fire at high rates are in the centre. These will dominate
and so let us, for a first approximation, subtract their constant recurrent inhibition
of 6 impulses/sec. This is the upper curve. The lower one is the difference betweer
the two and it shows that the recurre[t inhibition has been most potent at the lower
frequencies of discharge coming from cells which contribute but little to the tension.
If we add the fact that the recurre[t inhibitions are mutual, we realize that
the motoneurones which fire at low ftequencies have been able to suppress those
in the centre ofthe pool but little, while they themselves have bee[ struck by the
full inhibitory force of the neurones which flre at high rates. In this sense there is
motor contrast. The just liminal fringe of motoneurones will be suppressed and the
active focus will be emphasized.
In motor contrast there is another mechanism of considerable importance which
tends, like the one just explained, to suppress activity within the fringe. I shall take
but one experiment to illustrate it. In Fig. 6 the abscissa is the running time and the
ordinate is the impulse frequency of a single tonic cell responding to stretchirg of
the ankle extensors. It is seen that the discharge soon settles down to a colstant value
for the period between the two horizontal lines. This discharge lras been recorded as
open circles. The small oblongs on the abscissa show the times wheu the recurrent
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Motoneurone responding to a steady pull of 15 rlim on the ankle extensors. Tetanic antidromic inhibition at 114/sec inserted for 0.7 sec at regurar inteNals, as marked by rectangles on the abscissa
(aunning time). Freque[cy of discharge constant between the two parallel hodzontal lines. a, num_
ber of impulses (imp/sec) during the periods of recuuent inlfbitioD. Inset: original records at mo_
ments marked 1, 2 and 3 in the diagram. Note that, when delayed recovery after recurrent inhibi_
tion begins, discharge frequency fails to reach its original level (at this mte of repetition of the
atrtidromic stimutation periods). Discharge stopped for good with the last period of stimulation,
having been five times temporarily silenced (Granit and Rutledge 1960).

inhibition was inserted. The points

l, 2 and 3 refer to moments cut out from the film
and given in the inset.
Consider now our equation. Because the impulse frequency is constant, the depolarizing pressure is also constant. Recurrent inhibition must therefore relllove a
constant fraction of it, as, indeed, it will often do, provided that there isenough
excitatory drive. But in this situatio, the effect of the recurrent i,hibition increases
along the curve. In the original paper (Granit and Rutledge 1960) we have given the
evidence for our conclusion that there must be a certain surplus or margin of excitatory drive belore a neurone can withstand inhibition and fully recover afterwards. If
the term be forgiven me, I could call it presynaptic excitation. We have taken it to
express the idea that a constant depolarizing pressure can be maintained with a large
or a small margin of support. When the margin decreases too much, recovery from
the inhibition at flrst is delayed and later becomes difficult, and flnally impossible.
This is seen in the inset ol Fig. 6, which gives the moments 1,2 and 3 in the discharge.
It is clear from Fig. 6 that, whenever the excitatory surplus is low, the cell falls
an easy prey to recurrent inhibition and we have reason to assume that this at flrst
happens with the feebly supported neurones in the fringe. Thus the mechanism here
described will contribute to the enhancement of motor contrast as established by the
algebraical rules for mutual inhibition described in the previous paragraphs.
So

far we have been reasoning as if the recurrent inhibition were an automatic circuit

which operates, in spite ofits intercalated internuncial, the Renshaw cell, as the lateral
ramiflcations of the Limulus optic nerve flbres do. But the spinal cord is like a
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grand piano which requires a virtuoso to handle its layed-out connexions. We rnust
therefore proceed to give the player in the brain a chance of showing what he can
do. This we did by studying not only individual Renshaw cells, but also the full
recurent circuit. The first line of approach differed but little from the one hitherto
described. It was part of a set of experiments devoted to the study of the frequency
limitation in the motoneurones (Granit et al. 1960).'fhe second line was the approach
with conventional microcapillaries (Haase and Van der Meulen 1961).
The technique used in the fust approach emerges from Fig. 7. It looks very much
like Fig. l, but diflers from it in that the discharge frorn the single fibre S is connected
through an amplifi.er to the stimulator,Slr:rn. for the rest ofthe ventral root. This means
that we make an extra recurrent circuit emphasize the inhibitory effect in proportion
to the rate of flring of the single cell selected. Below is shown an original record of
a stretch reflex (1), and in 2 the same reflex is repeated with the recurrent circuit
connected. It is seen that the discharge is slowly strangled, inhibition increasing ir a
cumulative fashion. In the experiments it proved an advantage to cut the muscle nerve
and to use electrical stimulation ofthe muscular afferents instead ofpull on a muscle

stretch
I

ts*-i
Fle. 1
Arrangcment differing somewhat from that of Fig. 1. Here the amplffied spike ,S lrom the single,
tonic ventral horn cell is connected to the stimulator Srlm., which therefore fires antidromically into
the rest of the ventral root, I/R, at the rate of discharge of .t Below, two records of stretching with
a length-recorder, indicating the change ilr the muscle. The upper one is the control; in the lower
one the antidromic shock is triggered by S in the manner described and the spikeis silenced (Granit
and Rutledge 1960).
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the amount of surplus excitation needed to make the
recurrent effect aralyzable.lf again we plot F, against F,, with the shock triggering
the recurrent feedback, results such as those shown in Fig. 8 are obtained. The
relations are linear, but they vary a little in slope because ofthe variation in the flring
frequency of the triggering cell.

It is then easier to obtair

20
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(l-G), in

which the antidromic shock is triggered
by the tonic spike (see Fig. 7) but, instead of stretching the muscle, elecftical stimulation of the cut
nerve to the ankle ext€nsols is used for sta ing the spike at vaious rates of F,. Curye I{is an avelage
from 33 expe meflts rvith different tonic spikes (Granit e/ 4/. 1960).

Graph

oLIi

against

F, from

seven experiments

The variation ofFT obtained by varying the stimulus rate or strength to the afferent
muscle nerve gives a good range over which the effect of supraspinal stimulation can
be tested. Fig. 9 shows tetani to the anterior lobe of the cerebellum from which some
places give excitation, others inhibition, as can be seen from the slope and location
olthe cur':es obtained during stimulation when these are compared with the controls.
A full explanation is given in the legends. On the whole it was easier to obtain
inhibition (as in Fig. 9), but excitation also occurred.
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stimulation maintained for 50 sec, during which time the antidromic shock was locked to
the discharging spike for brief inteNals only, as tests. Values from such tests were averaged over
four consecutive 10 sec periods from control runs (o), before and after one series during stimulation
(a) of the point in the frontal part of the anterior cerebellum illustrated as inset. This well isolated
spike had an exceptionally high initial frequency of discharge of around 40/sec, but fell, during
maintained aferent stimulation, to values between 20-25 impulses/sec. The point stimulated proved
to be in the anterior lobe of the cerebellum (electrocoagulated), as is shown by the inset, in which
it is marked by a pointer. The stirnulus frequency during the experimelt was 300/sec, with a strength
of 0.45 V through the tip ol the thin coated needle against the ground. By increasing the srimulus
strength the discharging spike itself was ultimately inhibited. The effect oI stimulation reduces the
recurrcnt inhibition by 4.2 impulses/sec. Co-ordinates scaled in impulses/sec (Granit et l1/. 1960).
A1Terent

Finally let us look briefly at some of the results obtained by Haase and Van der
Meulen (1961), who supplemented this work with a study ofsingle Renshaw cells and
used conventional microcapillaries to locate them. The method of choice proved to
be to maintain an automatically repeated antidromic test shock while Renshaw cells,
identified as belonging to the gastrocnemius nerve, were studied. We see the characteristic burst ol such cells in the two figures taken from the paper (Fig. 10 and I l).
For deflnition the latent period of the burst had to be 0.6-0.8 msec and the discharge
had to be steady, in order to provide a reliable background for the effect of the
stimulation of either the cerebellum or else the ventro-medial area of the reticular
formation in a region extending from the superior colliculi to the medulla oblongata.
Fig. 10, I and C (upper) show the eflect ofa weak antidromic shock eliciting 1 2
spikes, I before, C after, the record 3 that was taken during cerebellar stimulation
of the point marked by a square in the section. It should be noted that cerebellar
conditioning in B was by a single shock. Facilitation of the test response was considerable. In the lower part of the same figure I is the control and in -B recording
had been preceded by a tetanus, which is repeated also in the interyal between.B and
C. Tests take place at a lrequency of l/sec and the records are from successive sweeps.
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Fig. l0
Deallerented decerebrate cat. Single Renshaw cell. {Jppet pafi;,,1, the antidromic test shock to the
gastrocnemius nerves was adjusted so that only one or two discharges appeared in control.
r, cerebellar conditioning by a single shock to point marked by a square in section, results in strong facilitation. C, after cessation ol the cerebellar conditioning the originat rate of discharge re-appe ated. Lower
zdrl. successive sweeps at rate 1/secj the same experiment continued with tetanic stimulation at 4g/sec
for 0.5 sec in ;ntervals A-B and B C. Thus,-,, aod D are controls, but the effect lingers on in D
(Haase and Van der Meulen 196l).

lt is clear that the tetanus has mobilized a facilitation of the Renshaw cell which is
maximal jn B and lingers on in C after cessation of stimulation.
Fig. I I shows in a similar manner inhibition of a submaximal discharge by tetani
to the medial point marked by the medial filled circle in the irset. In these experiments
spontaneous activity was continuously followed by another channel which wrote on
a stationary spot on moving paper, but there was surprisingly little of it, the explanai on probably being that the spinal cord ofthese decerebrate animals was de-afferented

^illllffi'1,* lilfltfitr-I

T*1..'ifttft'^t

-lff't,f,rvilrrrflhrr
1OO cisec

Fie. 11
As Fig- 10, but another experiment. Tetani, as in the lower part of Fig. l. These were delivered to
the medial point in inset. I and q cont.ols. 4 test preceded by tetanus; discharge is inhibited
(Haase and van der Meulen 1961).
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oyer the lumbar and sacral segments. Only occasional and highly irregular bursts were
It is important to note that none of the experiments showed the spontaneous
activity influenced by the supraspinal stimuli used, nor was it ever possible to detect
a supraspinal eflect on Renshaw cells, unless they were actually tested antidromically.
The effects were therefore never in themselyes supraliminal. All these facts seem to
demonstrate conclusively that the supraspinal effects on the Renshaw cells were not
indirect in the sense that they presupposed an activation of the motoneurones.
We therefore conclude that the recurrent circuit is at the disposal ofthe supraspinal
centres. The limitation of the study to Renshaw cells of the ankle extensors and the
seen.

central regions mentioned also gives some indication of the general functional
significance of the supraspinal mechanism in the control of the mechanisms of tone.
An interesting finding was that one of the Renshaw cells, which could be driven both
antidromically and orthodromically (from the dorsal root), so that it thus allowed a
comparison ofboth the tests, was, when it was driven orthodromically, facilitated only
from a point in the ventromedial part of the reticular formation. This flnding, and
the absence of direct effects on the Renshaw cells, suggests that the supraspinal
mechanisms of control operate through fairly specific internuncial organizations.
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DISCUSSION
J. C.

Ecclls:

It is very encouraging indeed to see how the negative feed-back through Renshaw cells, that was
initially developed on a purely qualitative basis, has, in Prof. Granit's hands, become a subject for
quantitative investigation, and moreover has given the opportunity for such an elegant theoretical
development. I would also like to say that at first I was very much surprised by the evidence that
cerebellar stimulatioo call cause changes, either an inctease or decrease, in the discharge which
antidromic volleys produce in Renshaw cells. However, on fiuthet consideration, jt seems that this
could occur by action on the interneurones that have now been shown by Curtis e, Irl (1961) to excite
Renshaw cells by non-cholineryic synapses. In their experiments these interneurones were probably
excited by high threshold Duscle afferents acting through interneuronal pathways. A likely explanation of the effects ofcerebellar stintulation would be that the descending volley from the cercbellunr
acted through these interneurones, so potentiating or inhibiting the Renshaw cell discharge. The

potentiation is thus readily explicable. The inhibition would arise if the volley inhibited a tonic
excitatory action of these interneurones on thc Renshaw cell. I think these results of prof. Cranit
are of great interest for they show for the first time that this homeostatic control ofmotorneuronal
activity is susceptible to influences from higher centres.

R., PrrrLL$, J. W. and WArKNs, J. C. Cholinergic and non-cholinergic transmission in
the mammalian spinal cord. J. physiol (Lond.),1961,"158:296-323.

CuRTIs, D.

F. BREMER:
The observation on activation of the Renshaw type of spinal interneurons by impulses of cerebellar
origin seems to me particularly interesting. While it emphasizes the difficult problem of the mediator,
it suggests that the inhibition of spinal motor neurons produced by the stimulation of the anterior
lobe of the cerebellum or of the "descending" reticular system could include a component ol
post-synaptic inhibition. This component of direct irhibition explains the fact that, although fundamentally strychnine-resistant, inhibition of cerebellar orjgin may be slightly redLlced by the convulsive alkaloid. This explanation is not the only:possible one, however, for when as Terzuolo
did we exanrine the efect of stimulation ol the ante or lobe of the cerebellun or ofthe inhibitory
reticular formation oI1 the rhythmic spinal potentials of strychnine tetanus in curarized cats, we
observe not a trace of attenuation of the central inhibitory process.
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TERzuoLo, C. InflueDces supraspinales
Pb,siol., 1951, 62, 179 196.

H. H.

sur le tdtanos strychnique de la moelle dpinidre. ,4/cr. lrr.

JASPER:

This beautiful quantitative demonstration and theoretical treatnlent of the algebraic sumnution of
excitation and inhibition in the control of tonic fiotoneurones of the cord, determining their rate of
continuous discharge, is a mode! which nrust blr applicable also to motoneurones of the cerebral
cortex, if it could be tested there.
In the studies of cortical motoneurones in the nTonkey during conditioned moventents (to be mentioned later from experiments by Drs. Ricci and Doane) I have had the inrpression that one might
make a distinction between "tonic" and "phasic" neurones also in the motor cortex. I would like
to ask if there is further evidence that this may be true.
However the patterns of cortical neuronal firing are often so complex that their firing rates must
be determined by other than simple summation ofexcitatory and inhibitory states, unless one reduces
this principle to a very brief time scale. It would seem that the tirne constants of neuronal nets and
circuits and peripherally imposed temporal patterns lnay be of greater importance in most instances.
One fiay well ask whether the "tonic" action of the ascending reticular formation may, however,
fit into this theory, especially since ascending inhibitory effects seem to be as important as facilitatory
effects fro the reticular system.
JAspER,

H., Rrccr, G. and DoANE, B. Microelectrode ahalysis of cortical cell discharge during avoidin the monkey. Electroenceph. clin. Neurcphysiol., 1960, Suppl. 1J: 137-155.

ance conditioning

J- C. F..cr.Es:

According to the suggestioDs which I made earlier the inhibitory action ol the cerebellar stimlrlation
on the Renshaw cell responsecan be regarded as a dis-excitation, for it was postulated that it removed
a tonic excitatory action evoked by a background of intemeuronal activation.

R- JuNc:

Prof. Granit has mentioned that there is a contrast mechanisn in the nrotor system aaalogous to
sensory contrast. This mechanism is so important in nearly all sensory systems that one would also
suspect it to be at work in sensory-motor integmtion.
The weli known mechanism of lateral inhibition rnay explain most of these contrast phenomena
together with reciprocal inhjbition, as we have found in the visual system.

R.

JUNG

to H. H. Jasper,

I

am very glad that ProL Jasper has brought cortical neurones into this discussion. They provide
good examples of these contrasting and reciprocal inhibitjons. As Hering, Froehlich and Ebbecke
used Sherrington's spinal mechanjsms for an explanation of sensory contrast phenomena we rnight
be allowed here to proceed in a reverse manner and use cortical neurons to illustrate these spinal
mechanisms.
All who have worked with microelectrodes in the cortex have seen phenomena similar to the ones
Prof. Jasper has just described: Inhibition of one neuron sinultaneous with the excitation of neighbouring neurones. [t seems to be comn]on that these reciprocal neurones Iie rather near together so
that you get them with the same microelectrode, pushed some mioons fu her. This may also be
due to their mutual inhibitory synaptic relation. However, we have not yet any good examples of
recurrent inhibition in cortical nelrrones except in the Ammons horn and no Renshaw mechanism has
been demonstrated in the cortex, although there must be plenty of negative feed back mechanisms
to prevent a convulsiyg explosion in the immense coftical neuronal apparatus and its synaptic powder

barrel,

RECURRENT INHIBITION AS A MECHANISM OF CONTROL
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G. GRANIT's rezlres
To

J. C.

Eccles

There is little Dlore to add to Sir John's comments than the admission that his suggestions seem
entirely plausible and deserve to be tested by experimentation.
To F. Bremet
Has cerebellar inhibition a conlponent run by the Renshaw cells? This may or may noL be the case.
There are places iD the cerebellum that excite, and others that inhibit these cells. No comparison
has yet been made with the eli'ects from corresponding cerebellar sites on motoneurolles controlled
by a definite set of Renshaw cells.

H. H. Jasper
The fiast question regarding tonic and phasic neurones in the cortex I cannot reply to, even though
I am inclined to suspect that this is a classification that applies to a large number ol organised aggregates of neurones. It seems such a sensible subdivision of elementary tasks. phillips has found
evidence for recurrent action in the notor cortex but the spinal cord is unique in providing a situation
that can behandled in quantitative terms. This proviso is essential because from it alone has it becorne
possible to deduce lrom the experiments that recurrent inhibition definitely is a mechanism serving
discrimination by what, for short, we fiay caTl contrast, motor or sensory, as the case may be.
To

To

R.Ju g

This very point is raised by Professor Jung's remarks. I entirely agree that similar nlechanisms.
wherever they be found, must serve the same purpose, sc. contrast. The recurrent or lateral inhibition
in a,ir?rrlj does it, although this preparation is an invertebrate eye lacking also the internuncial cells
ofthe motoneurones in the spinal cord. In fact, any recurrent inhibition, randonly distributed within
an aggregate of neurones devoted to the same function, should behave as in the two examples men-

tioned, because its action is tied to lrequency ofliring and is mutual with respect to adjacent neurones
in possession ofrecurent collaterals. A very attractive feature ofthe findings is that they can be simply
expressed in terms of impulse frequency which, with somejustification, may be called the fundamental
quantity of the code in which nervous messages are clothed. This has also been emphasized by Hartline and his co-workeA.

H. K.,

HaRTLTNE,

ance

241)84.
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